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Market Outlook: Technology companies are investing in funds and smaller businesses in what is a good

sign  for  political  capital,  access  to  international  markets  in  addition  to  corporate  growth,  values,  and

recommendations.  Apple  Inc  (AAPL)  for  instance  recently  invested  $1  billion  into  Soft  Bank  Corp’s

(SFTBF)  Vision  Fund,  expected  to  draw  in  $100  billion  globally.  Start-ups  are  more  rarely  found  in

comparison to twenty years ago; the entire venture capital industry invested roughly $75 billion last year.

Furthermore, the data and media giant will be creating original content by the end of this year, including

movies,  films and TV shows, to partner  and compete with Netflix  Inc (NFLX) and Sony Corp (SNE).

Programming should offset slowing sales of iPhones and iPads, as it will be available to subscribers of

Apple Music, which already include documentary-style segments about pop stars and artists.

Interestingly, Carpool Karaoke series, previously produced in alliance with network powerhouse CBS Corp

(CBS), is in the works for a new format variation to resemble talk shows. The show will not be hosted by a

single personality, but instead it will have multiple big name celebrity hosts, to expand to “outside of the

car” settings too. If investing outpaces expectations, earnings may slow in March and June quarters.

Stocks to Watch: Alphabet Inc (GOOG) acquired Swedish Limes Audio AB to focus on high-quality audio,

video meetings, online storage, file sharing, and classroom collaboration. Both companies will develop low-

connectivity settings and launch new applications too.

Apple’s new MacBook Pro has completed consumer report testing and the software, now in beta, will be

updated in several weeks. The laptops are recommended after the battery life got fixed. 

Meanwhile the iPhone 7 performs comparably to a 2013 MacBook Pro and scores on both single- and multi-

core. The A10 Fusion chip is faster in a single core, and furthermore on the multi-core benchmarks, ARM

chips are really close behind. Peer Qualcomm Inc (QCOM) is ready to come out with its  new flagship

processor, the Snapdragon 835, an advanced 10-nanometer processor supporting mobile services.

Microsoft  Corp’s  (MSFT)  acquired  Canada-based  Maluuba  Inc  to  materialize  the  company’s  machine

literacy technology. The data research firm had raised $11 million prior to the acquisition.

MSFT stock price valuation is strongly supported by market dominance in big nations like China, India, and

Russia. Dividends growth continues to drive investor confidence in products, innovation,  and long-term

business growth. The company’s current price-to-earnings ratio, or current stock price relative to earnings

per share for the trailing twelve months, is about 30 and makes the stock slightly expensive compared to 20

on average for the technology sector as a whole, and the low 20s for the S&P 500. 

MSFT being a large blend stock in the application software industry within the technology sector is most

often traded  hold or  avoid in the value investor’s area.  Currently its  market capitalization  is  $491 billion.

Among many additional value indications are price-to-sales, tangible book, book value, margin of safety,

discounted free cash flow, and Warren Buffet’s infamous “owners earning calculation.” 

“Owner earnings” represent (A) reported earnings plus (B) depreciation, depletion, amortization, and certain

other  non-cash  charges,  less  (C)  the  average  annual  amount  of  capitalized  expenditures  for  plant  and

equipment, etc. that the business requires to maintain its long-term competitive position and its unit volume

fully, according to financial media reports.



Sony's mobile content streaming service PlayStation Vue launched in March last year, and most recently the

application added 20 local CBS affiliates building on an existing partnership with the broadcaster. Other

available channels are local ABC, FOX, and NBC in seven US cities and on-demand in others. Sony’s Vue

works on consoles like Amazon Fire TV as well as iPhone, iPad and Google Chromecast. The company’s

live feeds are not available on Android devices, Roku Inc’s or Apple TV. 

CBS partnered with media joint venture Hulu LLC to broadcast live content for under $40 a month. 

Universal Display Corp (OLED), Hexcel Corp (HXL), and Applied Materials Inc (AMAT) are analysts’ top

picks among technology-related stocks as well. 

Jobs & Layoffs: Amazon.com Inc (AMZN) intends to create more than 100,000 jobs in the US, ranging

from software development to warehouse work, over the next 18 months. 

Lowe's Companies Inc (LOW) is adapting to shifting shopping habits. The home improvement retailer will

eliminate less than 1% of its workforce, or fewer than 3,000 positions. 

Layoffs have also hit Morgan Stanley (MS). The bank fired a higher number of senior investment bankers

last week than in years past and cut bonuses by roughly 15%.

Samsung Electronics Co Ltd (SSNLF) will open its first retail store in South Korea, in a southern district of

Seoul, by the end of November. The iPhone maker has already listed hiring notices for 15 positions on its

website, including a store leader and business manager.

Wal-Mart Stores Inc (WMT) plans to reduce workforce before the end of January,  mainly affecting the

retailer’s human resources department at headquarters and regional offices. Duties could be managed by

outside consultants, senior executives said.

Energy Sector: Anadarko Petroleum Corp (APC) will sell its Eagle Ford Shale assets in south Texas for

$2.3 billion to a strategic 50% - 50% partnership formed by Sanchez Energy Corp (SN) and Blackstone

Group LP (BX). The company’s chief executive said the sale would help Anadarko accelerate operations in

its more high-return properties such as Texas' Delaware Basin, the DJ Basin in Colorado and the deepwater

Gulf of Mexico.

Peabody Energy Corp (BTUUQ) announced that a group of banks, including affiliates of Goldman Sachs

Group Inc (GS) and JPMorgan Chase & Co (JPM), had pledged a combined $1.5 billion in loans to help the

coal producer exit bankruptcy in the coming months. The cash will be used to cover claims by Peabody's

secured  lenders  and provide  “a strong foundation”  for  its  capital  structure  when it  exits  the $8 billion

Chapter 11 bankruptcy it filed last April.

Pharmacies: FedEx Corp (FDX) customers will soon be able to pick up and drop off their packages at the

same place they get their prescriptions filled. The logistics company teamed up with Deerfield, Illinois-

based Walgreens Boots Alliance Inc (WBA) to offer package handling services at  the pharmacy’s retail

locations throughout the US. FedEx will not print shipping labels in-store. The service may later expand to

wrapping and print labeling customers’ packages.


